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Influence of social class on thought and behavior depends on specifics of social
context
This is because people compare themselves with others on locally relevant
dimensions
Context shapes the relevance of social comparison dimensions (e.g., education,
income, ethnicity) and also the outcomes of such comparisons
Differences in income are more predictive of social and political attitudes in
countries with high economic inequality
Differences in education are more predictive of social and political attitudes in
countries with higher proportions of higher educated people
Interventions that reduce educational inequalities among certain groups in one
socioecological context may operate differently in other contexts.
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Abstract

Despite the increasing attention paid by psychologists to social class, we argue here that
insufficient attention has been paid to the ways in which socioecological factors shape both
which dimensions of social class are used by individuals to compare themselves with others,
and the outcomes of these comparisons. We illustrate our argument by reviewing recent
research on the ways in which different facets of socioeconomic status shape social and
political attitudes, and on the ways in which inequalities in educational outcomes stem from
comparisons made in specific social contexts. We conclude that by studying the psychological
impact of social class differences through the lens of a socioecological approach, it becomes
more evident that this impact varies as a function of both the dimension of social class
involved, and local social ecologies.
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Introduction
The past decade has witnessed an upsurge in psychological research on social class, a
topic classically regarded as more appropriate for sociologists and political scientists. One
reason for the historical lack of interest in social class on the part of psychologists was the
difficulty in defining and operationalizing social class. To overcome this, psychologists have
defined class in terms of socio-economic status (SES), usually operationalized as a
combination of income and educational attainment.
There is a wealth of evidence that SES differences influence psychological processes
and real-world outcomes (for recent reviews, see [1, 2, 3]). Our aim here is to view the
psychology of social class through the lens of a socio-ecological approach [4]. Most social
psychological research on social class examines inequality in general, rather than taking
account of the social ecology of class differences. We argue that there is a good case for
focusing more specifically on what kinds of inequality (e.g., power, status, education,
income, wealth) matter in which kinds of social context (e.g., local, regional, national).
Our approach is informed by social comparison theory, the concept of relative
deprivation, and social identity theory. Social comparison theory [5] argues that humans are
motivated to evaluate themselves and do this by comparing themselves with others.
However, people do not compare themselves with others in general; rather, they prefer to
compare themselves with similar others. One type of similarity is local (versus distant). Local
information is more highly weighted than distant information in making self-evaluations [6].
This accounts for seemingly counterintuitive research findings implying that students who
achieve high grades can have lower academic self-esteem than those who achieve lower
grades, if they are surrounded by high achievers [7, 8].
The importance of local comparisons is also clear in relative deprivation theory. To
account for apparent anomalies in his findings in The American Soldier, Stouffer and
colleagues [9] used the concept of relative deprivation, arguing that Black soldiers in the
southern army camps compared themselves with their southern civilian counterparts rather
than their northern soldier counterparts. As a result, those in southern camps did not feel
deprived, despite the objectively better circumstances experienced by their northern army
counterparts, because they were still better off than their southern civilian counterparts.
A final strand of theorizing that informs our approach is social identity theory (SIT;
[10]) and its close relative, self-categorization theory (SCT; [11]). Here, too, social
comparisons play a key role: The core argument in SIT is that people are motivated to
achieve or maintain a positive social identity and that this positive identity derives largely
from favorable comparisons that can be made between the ingroup and relevant outgroups.
SCT helps to explain which comparisons will be made: People are likely to categorize
themselves and others into groups on the basis of perceived similarities and differences, the
important point being that how these categorizations are made will be shaped by the
comparative context. These categorizations, in turn, feed into group members’ experiences,
ambitions, motivations, and life trajectories.
We now turn to our main argument. Given that people have multiple identities, they
can compare themselves with others on several dimensions. As we shall see, the importance
and valence of any given comparison dimension varies systematically as a function of the
comparative context. Depending on socioecological features of the context, comparisons
may be made based on class rather than ethnicity, or on different facets of social class –
such as education rather than income – which alter the salience, meaning, and value of
different social identities. Socioecological features of the context also influence the
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outcomes of comparisons, such that, for example, differences in educational outcomes
affect attitudes differently in societies where there is a relatively high proportion of persons
who have been highly educated.
Below we focus primarily on the dimension of education. There are three main
reasons for doing so. First, education has become a key predictor of life chances (e.g., [12]),
making social inequalities in educational outcomes especially important. Second, education
is highly valued in societies and often perceived to be a countervailing force against classbased inequalities, yet evidence demonstrates that educational institutions channel and
reinforce inequalities [3, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Third, differences in education are fueling
contemporary political rifts. Low educational attainment is the key predictor of prejudice
[18], interest and trust in politics [19, 20, 21], radical-right voting [22], and support for
Trump [23] and Brexit [24]. Although income also plays a role (e.g., [25]) in predicting such
outcomes, when income and education are jointly investigated in representative samples,
education is the only reliable predictor (e.g., [26]).
Given these key roles of education, it is important to understand which features of the
socioecological context strengthen the associations between education and social and
political attitudes, and shape social inequalities in educational outcomes. We now discuss
these in turn.
Social class as a predictor of social and political attitudes
Analysis of political attitudes over time shows that distinguishing between different
dimensions of class can be important. Thus the classic left-right political dimension is
associated with income, such that those with lower incomes are more in favor of
redistribution and government intervention than are those with higher incomes. However,
since the 1990s a new political dimension has taken center stage, and this is associated with
education rather than income (e.g., [27]): Lower educated people tend to support
nationalist and anti-immigration parties, whereas higher educated people tend to support
parties that emphasize ethnic tolerance and protection of the environment [18, 22]. Why
are these two political dimensions related to different aspects of social class? As yet there is
no definitive answer to this question, but we argue that changes in the socioecological
context must have occurred in order for education to become more central to this second
attitudinal dimension, and that this possibility would be overlooked by treating class as a
unidimensional construct.
The relative roles of education versus income depend not only on the nature of the
outcome variable but also on the societal context. Income and education independently
predict subjective social status: Higher educated people and those with higher incomes
place themselves higher on the social ladder. However, the relation between education and
subjective social status is more independent of the relation with income in countries with a
larger proportion of higher educated people [28]. Similarly, education has a stronger
(negative) relation with feelings of exclusion from society and trust in institutions in
countries with a larger proportion of higher educated [29]. A potential explanation for these
findings is that people are more likely to use education as a dimension of comparison in
societies where education has greater institutional importance [30]. Although the US (where
much of the published social psychological research on social class has been conducted) has
a relatively large proportion of highly educated people, it has a relatively weak educationstatus relation and this relation is confounded with other demographic variables, such as
income. The US therefore seems to be atypical, and generalizations from US research on
social class to other countries should be made with caution.
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In (European) societies with a larger proportion of higher educated people, there is
also a stronger association between education and satisfaction with society, compared to
societies with a lower proportion of higher educated people [31]. Satisfaction with society is
strongly related to positive attitudes towards minorities and immigrants and negatively
related to radical-right voting [32, 33]. Based on these findings, we suggest that in countries
where education has become a dominant institution, lower educated people are more likely
to be dissatisfied and to react with political extremism. Although more evidence is needed
to confirm this, focusing on socioeconomic status in general would not have generated this
idea.
The effects of income also depend on the societal context. For example, one’s income
relative to one’s neighbors is more strongly related to life satisfaction in US counties with
higher rather than lower inequality [34]. Similarly, at the country level, income is more
strongly related to subjective social class (whether one identifies with upper, middle, or
working class) in more unequal countries [35]. Thus, whether education or income are used
as comparison dimensions, and the consequences of these comparisons, varies according to
social ecology.
Inequalities in education
The outcomes of comparisons that are made in more specific contexts – such as
educational institutions – are also likely to be fueled by the local socioecology. As argued
below, socioecological features of educational institutions are likely to fuel educational
inequalities by altering the focus and meaning of comparisons. In the US, for example, the
socioecological context promotes comparisons between ethnic groups, whereas in the UK,
the context promotes comparisons between those who come from different social classes.
Class-based educational inequalities are prominent in the UK, and more so than
inequalities between the major ethnic groups. Students from working class or poor
backgrounds in the UK feel that they are not valued in education; that their background is
incompatible with educational success and progressing to higher education [36, 37, 38]; and
perform poorly because of fears of confirming negative stereotypes about their group’s
academic performance [39] (see also [40, 41, 42]). These factors are negatively associated
with motivation, achievement, and wellbeing, and help to explain class-based educational
inequalities.
We argue that these feelings and perceptions result from the comparisons that are
made within particular social ecologies. Consider the following: Lower class students are
grossly underrepresented in high status educational institutions. For example, despite more
than 50% of the British population identifying as working class [43], only 10% of Oxford or
Cambridge graduates identify as working class [44], and only 6% of medical doctors say they
are from working-class backgrounds [45]. Hence, there are few examples of lower-class
students who have reaped benefits from education. This lack of role models fuels
perceptions that educational success is not something worth pursuing and may encourage
disidentification from education. It is therefore unsurprising that economically
disadvantaged English school pupils perform worse than their peers throughout education
[46].
We argue that the absence of working-class role models, the underrepresentation of
group members in high status domains, and the group’s historical underperformance feed
into the meaning of that group’s social identity within that domain, igniting a sense of threat
and misfit among lower-class students. It also often leads to members of other groups
becoming biased towards them in ways that make it difficult for them to counter these
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negative expectations [14, 15, 47]. Indeed, increasing the salience of role models within the
local context – particularly those with whom underperforming group members can identify
– leads to positive outcomes for Latino students studying STEM subjects in the US [48]. We
argue that similar processes are likely to operate for social class groups in the UK [36].
Direct evidence for the role of socioecological factors comes from research on
interventions that have been found to reduce educational inequalities. There is compelling
evidence that self-affirmation interventions – brief writing exercises encouraging
participants to reflect on their important life values – improve the academic performance of
negatively stereotyped students within education. For example, in US schools, selfaffirmation has been shown to reduce the ethnic achievement gap [49, 50, 51], arguably
because it reduces the negative effects of stereotype threat. However, the effectiveness of
self-affirmation varies depending on the local context. Self-affirmation is more beneficial for
ethnic minority students who are in a smaller numerical minority and have lower historical
performance [52]. This suggests that the meaning of social identities and the associated
sense of stereotype threat varies according to the socioecological context. Extending this to
social class variation in England – where inequalities between ethnic groups are small
relative to those between social classes – research has found that although self-affirmation
does not improve the performance of ethnic minority students, it does enhance the
performance of school pupils eligible for free school meals (a proxy for economic
disadvantage) [39]. This, we argue, reflects the different meanings of ethnic and social class
identities within these different socioecological contexts.
Conclusions
Studying the psychological impact of social class differences through the lens of a
socioecological approach reveals that effects vary as a function of (a) the specific dimension
of social class (i.e., education versus income), and (b) contextual factors (i.e., proportion of
higher educated people or level of economic inequality in a given setting). This enhances
our understanding of social class effects and generates new research questions, including
ones that could be studied using experiments, which are arguably well suited to studying
the moderating effects of context that we have focused on here, many of which have been
identified in high-quality data derived from representative probability samples. This lends
confidence that the issues are ones that are societally relevant (see [4]).
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